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Australian National Championships
Canberra, 15-27 July 2017

The  2017  Australian  National  Championships 
(ANC)  were  held  in  Canberra  last  month. 
Representative teams from all regions other than 
the  Northern  Territory  competed  in  the  Open, 
Women’s, Seniors’ and Youth Teams; there were 
also  Open,  Women’s,  Restricted  and  Country 
Butler  pairs  events,  as  well  as  a  week-long 
congress of side events open to all comers.

Our thanks go to all  our State representatives. 
Special congratulations must go to the SA Open 
team  of  Nicolas  Croft,  Joachim  Haffer,  Philip 
Markey,  Justin  Williams,  David  Anderson  and 
George Smolanko, who won their event in what 
was surely the closest and most nailbiting final 
round in a very long time.

Also of particular note was the performance of 
Bill Bradshaw and Peter Dieperink, who put in a 
solid, consistent  performance to win the TBIB 
Restricted Butler competition.

Convention Cards
John Zollo

SABF  regulations  require  a  pair  to  have  two 
identical, (legibly and neatly) completed system 
cards at the table when playing in state events 
(most of the Thursday night events plus a few 
others). While it is unlikely that you will be sent 
home if you don’t comply, it is certainly in your 
interest  to  do  so.  If  you  don’t  comply,  your 
opponents will get the benefit of any doubt if the 
director is called because they believe they have 
been given incorrect or inadequate explanations 
of your bidding and have been damaged as a 
result. This situation can often be avoided if you 
have complying system cards at the table.

The ABF now has an online system card editor 
which outputs completed cards in PDF format. 
You can access this app on the Broadband-for-
Seniors  computers in  the lounge at  the SABA 
clubrooms, or at http://www.abf.com.au/member-
services/system-cards/abf-convention-card-pdf/. 

SABA  is  currently  offering  a  service  whereby 
your card file can be saved on a computer at the 
clubrooms. If you lose or forget your card, it can 
then be printed for you in colour and on quality 
120 gsm paper for a nominal fee of 30 cents.

John  Smith  will  make  himself  available  on 
Thursday evenings from about 7 pm if you need 
help with filling in the card and/or printing.

Thank You
In January 2014 Margaret  Walters,  then SABF 
Secretary,  stepped  into  the  breach  and  took 
responsibility  for  production  of  the  SABF 
Newsletter, and continued in the role of Editor for 
the past 3½ years.  On behalf of all members, 
the  SABF  thanks  Margaret  for  her  sterling 
contribution and commitment.
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The qualifying stages of the ANC Open Teams last 
for five days and will always have a low point. It will 
always be a player or a pair who have a rotten time 
and play some crap bridge. If you are mad enough 
to be captain of the team, the low point is the time 
you have to earn that title. 

I  have been in this spot a few times. Your base 
instinct is to berate the team members who aren't 
performing but that of course is not what you do.

First, you try and gently manage the player or pair 
that is running bad. For most seasoned players on 
an ANC Open team, that is usually nothing more 
than a whispered sentence or two explaining that 
you are totally on their side and a pat on the back. 
Make sure they know that you and the rest of the 
team are going to back them in. In short, get them 
back on the horse.   

Second, you keep an eye on the rest of the team. 
They are susceptible to that  raw instinct and are 
going  to  be  tempted  to  say  something  negative 
about the underperforming player/pair. You keep a 
keen eye for  the slightest  sign of  negativity from 
those  players,  and  if  you  see  it,  you  take  them 
aside and get them back on the team page (AKA 
give them the rocket). Stay positive. Support your 
team and always maintain a 'team first' focus. It's 
not  brain  surgery  but  I  have  seen a  lot  of  ANC 
teams get this stuff wrong, and that almost always 
coincides with their event going wrong too. 

Having done all  that you return to the apartment 
you share with unflappable partner and teammate, 
Justin  Williams,  arguably  drink  a  beer  too  many 
and kick any dog you can find.

This year's ANC presented some new challenges 
for me. Here are some of the reasons why.
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SA Open Team Wins ANC - Again!
Phil Markey

SA Open team at ANC 2017 (l-r): Nicolas Croft, Joachim Haffer, Phil Markey, Justin Williams, David Anderson, George Smolanko, Mike Doecke (Hon. NPC)
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Match 6
Bd 25

♠K
♥AKQT42
♦T85
♣AKQ

Dlr:
Vul:

 N
 E-W

♠Q9865
♥53
♦Q642
♣52

♠AJ73
♥J98
♦KJ3
♣J64

♠T42
♥76
♦A97
♣T9873

West North (PM) East South (JW)
2♣ Pass 2♥

Pass 3♥ Pass 3NT
All Pass

2♣ was  a  game  force  of  some  sort  and  the 
2♥ reponse  promised  2  Kings  or  1  Ace.  Terry 
Strong for Queensland led the obvious Spade and 
they took the first 5 tricks for one off. At the other 
table Queensland played in their 6-2 Major fit and 
didn't  get  a  Diamond  lead  which  kills  dummy's 
entry, so that scored a simple +480 and 11 IMPS 
out. 

Obviously  Justin  screwed  this  hand  up  by  not 
supporting Hearts, but I  have heard it  suggested 
that I can bid 4♥ too.

Match 6
Bd 28

♠Q9
♥K432
♦AT843
♣A3

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 N-S

♠AKJ6
♥96
♦KQJ7
♣J64

♠75
♥AQJ7
♦65
♣Q8752

♠T8432
♥T85
♦92
♣KT9

West North (PM) East South (JW)
1NT 2♦ X Pass
Pass 2♥ X All Pass

Maybe  I  could  have  played  this  one  bettter  and 
only gone 3 off for -800, but sadly it finished 4 off 
and -1100. Unlucky that the obvious 2♦ overcall of 
a strong 1NT opening got punished this day.

Match 8
Bd 24

♠A32
♥A2
♦QT753
♣AJ4

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 Nil

♠T4
♥T5
♦J984
♣KQ852

♠KJ976
♥Q6
♦AK6
♣T93

♠Q85
♥KJ98743
♦2
♣76

West North (JW) East South (PM)
Pass 1♦ 1♠ All Pass

The open field played this hand in 4♥ making 10 
or 11 tricks at every other table. We defended well 
and got 1♠ -2 but that was 8 IMPs to Tasmania.

Match 13
Bd 20

♠A862
♥T9
♦AJT95
♣96

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 All

♠K953
♥AQ2
♦Q7
♣KJ74

♠QJ7
♥8753
♦K83
♣AQ8

♠T4
♥KJ64
♦642
♣T532

West (JW) North East (PM) South
1♣ 1♦ 1♥ 2♦
2♥ Pass 4♥ All Pass
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Not much to be done in the play of 4♥. I tortured 
over a slow 1 off. They always get 2 Hearts and 
2 Aces.  I  suppose  I  might  have  tried  3♦ rather 
than bashing 4♥ with my poorish 4-card Heart suit 
opposite the possible 3-card support. Justin will bid 
3NT  if  I  do  that,  and  there  is  no  beating  that 
contract. Meh. That's what a result merchant would 
say,  anyway.  Teammates  brought  back  -630,  so 
that was 12 IMPS to WA.

I  suppose  I  should  refer  to  the  legion  of  hands 
where the other members of the team did the job. 
Maybe tell the story of sitting in the room next to 
the  playing  area  watching  each  of  the  last 
14 boards  of  the  final.  SA  led  by  2.1  IMPs with 
14 boards to go and in a crazy final set, SA never 
lost the lead but never led by more than 6.1 imps. I 
got a few offers to buy me a drink as I watched and 
didn't decline any of them. 

I maintain that Justin and I should have played that 
last  set.  Much  better  to  be  playing  rather  than 
watching,  that  much  I  know.  Mike  Doecke  had 
been  engaged  as  a  vice-captain  and  he  said  it 
wasn't the best plan. He got lucky this time.

My favourite story of those last 14 boards was of 
course the last board.

Bd 28

♠AJ8542
♥Q2
♦763
♣42

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 N-S

♠-
♥9543
♦AT95
♣A8653

♠KT7
♥AJ76
♦KQJ4
♣KQ

♠Q963
♥KT8
♦82
♣JT97

Anderson-Smolanko  had  bid  the  cold  game and 
whilst  George  was busy  making  it—no way  was 
George going off—the other table was bidding the 
hand. All Croft-Haffer had to do was defend game 

by NSW and they could then throw some overtricks 
at  it  and  we still  win,  holding  a  narrow 2.1  IMP 
advantage  before  the  hand.  Just  don't  double  it 
and don't find some stupid sacrifice. Haffer toyed 
with the idea of a sacrifice by finding an overcall 
with his grubby balanced 7 count, but Croft knew 
what to do and I was triumphant as they passed 
out the auction in a game contract for NSW.

I knew Anderson-Smolanko were about  to finish, 
so  I  rushed  to  the  corridor  that  separated  the 
playing  area  from  the  viewing  area.  David 
Anderson got up from the table and started walking 
towards me. I knew that he would know that I knew 
the result. 

I am a gun at a poker face. I made it subtle and 
kept a slightly stern and downcast look on my face. 
He  saw  that  and  looked  a  bit  bleak  as  he 
approached.  As  he  reached  me  though  I  didn't 
leave  it  in  doubt  and  gave  him  a  hug  that 
threatened a  broken  rib.  Sometimes it's  good  to 
have  teammates.  It  is  really  good  to  have 
teammates after several beers at the ANC Victory 
Dinner when you win.

In 1974, the team of David Anderson, John Kikkert, 
Zoly  Nagy,  George  Smolanko,  Tex  Wundke  and 
someone  named  B.  Lewis  won  the  Australian 
National Championship Open Teams title  for SA. 
Strangely, it then took 26 years for SA to again win 
the title, in the year 2000. 

Since  the  year  2000,  it  has  however  been  an 
avalanche of ANC Open Team titles for SA, with 
the win  this year  being the sixth  title  in  the new 
millennium. No state or territory has won more than 
SA since 2000. 19 different players have played in 
those  six  teams  and  they  are  of  course  all 
members of SABA. It is a record that speaks highly 
of the depth and standard of play at SABA. 

This  year's  team featured  two  players  from  that 
1974  team,  David  Anderson  and  George 
Smolanko. 43 years between titles is an amazing 
achievement. But there are plenty of stories from 
this team.  Nic Croft was a member of that drought-
breaking 2000 team and in between times has not 
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played as much bridge as he might have liked, with 
work and a young family. This time he tamed Joe 
Haffer and again demonstrated that he is up for the 
tough fight.  Haffer  is  up to  win  number 4  in  the 
2000s and having been on those teams with him, I 
can testify to him always delivering when it comes 
time to play the final.

Only three wins for Justin Williams in the 2000s. I 
keep  hounding  him  to  put  his  hand  up  for  the 
captain's job, but strangely he isn't interested.

Regional GNOT Qualifying
Adel Abdelhamid

Bridge  in  the  Barossa  hosted  the  Regional 
GNOT Qualifying event on 13 August 2017 with 
18  teams  competing,  representing  Adelaide 
Bridge  Club  (ABC),  Bridge  in  the  Barossa, 
Bridge  in  the  City  (BIC),  Gawler,  Glenelg, 
St Vincents, Whyalla and the Youth Club.  BIC 1, 
comprising  Linda  Alexander,  Jeff  Fallon,  John 
Kikkert and Adel Abdelhamid won the event to 
qualify as the third SA team to participate in the 
Grand National Open Teams to be held in Tweed 
Heads in  November.  Runners up were ABC 1 
(Margaret  Walters,  Mark  Fairlamb,  Andrew Hill 
and  David  Shilling)  with  BIC 3  (Merilyn  Paris, 
Genevieve Donnelly,  Helen Rollond and Helen 
Kite) third.

Coming into the last round, BIC 3 were ranked 
first, with BIC 1 fourth and needing to win by a 
big margin to have any chance of qualifying.  On 
the  last  board  of  the  match,  West  (Kikkert) 
opened  1NT,  North  (Rollond)  passed,  East 
(Abdelhamid)  bid  2♦ (transfer  to  Hearts),  and 
South (Kite) bid 2♠. West rebid 3♥, indicating a 
maximum 1NT opening with at least 3♥, North 
passed,  East—not  concerned  by  any  losing 

margin but keen on winning with a bigger margin
—bid 4♥, and all passed.

Here's the full deal:

Bd 24

♠J982
♥432
♦QJ95
♣JT

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 Nil

♠A5
♥KT6
♦T84
♣AK982

♠76
♥AQJ985
♦K62
♣54

♠KQT43
♥7
♦A73
♣Q763

On the ♠J lead, declarer (John Kikkert) faces four 
losers if the Diamonds do not generate a trick, so 
he needs to find a way to get rid of at least one. He 
decided that his best chance was to play for the 
Clubs  to  break  4-2  or  better.   He  won  the  ♠A, 
cashed the ♣A,  played a small Heart to dummy's 
Ace and then a small Club to the ♣K. If the ♣K is 
ruffed, he will then try to find the  ♦A with North. 
Now he ruffed a Club with the ♥Q, played a small 
Heart to his Ten, ruffed another Club with  ♥J. He 
then played a small Heart to the King, discarding 
his losing spade on the winning Club, guaranteeing 
10 tricks.  At the other table, EW bid 4♥ but were 
one trick down.

(At  my table,  the  lead  to  4♥W was the  ♦Q.  I  
covered, thinking that my best chance was to play  
South for the nine; so I lost three Diamonds before  
the Spade switch. Had I played small on the first  
Diamond,  North  must  now  switch  or  I  will  be  
guaranteed a Diamond trick for a possible +1; and  
every trick counts—just ask the Open Team! - Ed.)
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ANC Women’s Teams
Mike Doecke

In  mid-July  the  SA  Women’s  team  (Therese 
Demarco & Judy Hocking, Yadi Parrott & Felicity 
Smyth, Susan Phillips & Jackie Ward), headed 
to freezing cold (but usually sunny) Canberra for 
the 2017 ANC, hopeful of a strong performance. 

The event was held at  the Thoroughbred Park 
Racecourse in northern Canberra, and although 
scarves and gloves were occasionally  required 
at the tables, the event was well organised and 
ran smoothly.

Although  team  morale  started  high,  the  early 
luck  went  against  our  ladies.   They  won 
convincingly  against  ACT  and  Queensland; 
however,  a  heavy  loss  to  the  eventual 
champions, NSW, came on the back of a Grand 
Slam on a finesse, which set the tone for the rest 
of the event. 

The  second  round  robin  again  started 

promisingly, with big wins against Tasmania and 
the ACT bringing the team to within a match of 
qualification.  However,  none  of  the  pairs 
managed to perform consistently over the next 
few rounds with a string of six losses leaving the 
team out of contention.  On a positive note, SA 
did maintain an undefeated 3-0 record against 
both Tasmania and the ACT.

Although I’m sure that all the players are slightly 
disappointed  by  the  result,  their  enthusiasm 
during training sessions and attitude away from 
table  made  being  involved  with  the  team  an 
absolute pleasure. I predict strong performances 
from all of them in the future.

Special  mentions  go  to  Jackie  Ward  who 
performed  admirably  in  her  first  state 
representative  performance  and  Therese 
Demarco who managed to keep Judy Hocking 
out of trouble for the entire week!
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SA Women's team at ANC 2017 (l-r): Therese Demarco, Judy Hocking, Yadi Parrott,  Felicity Smyth, Sue Philips, Jackie Ward, Mike Doecke (NPC)
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ANC Seniors’ Teams
John Zollo

SA started slowly—in fact very slowly, lying sixth 
at  the end of  the first  round robin.  I  could try 
blaming the cold (the temperature was down to 
-6C most  mornings),  but  all  the  teams had to 
contend with that. We did have an inexperienced 
pair who had not played in an ANC before, and it 
did take them a while to adjust. They did adjust, 
and we recovered to some extent to finish fourth.

Looking at all  our scores for the week, we did 
well more often than not against the contending 
teams.  In  fact,  our  scores  against  NSW,  the 
eventual winners, were +37, -2 and +27 IMPs. 
Our  nemesis  during  the  week  was  Tasmania 
(something  that  many  previous  SA  teams, 
including  open  teams,  can  relate  to).  The 
Tasmanians only had three wins for the whole 
event, and guess which team provided them with 
all three wins…? Mind you, SA did not seem to 
have very much luck against the Tassie team. 

The following hand came up in the third match 

we played against them:

♠KJ53
♥75
♦A6
♣AKQ92

♠-
♥J93
♦JT98732
♣J54

♠AT98
♥Q864
♦KQ5
♣76

♠Q7642
♥AKT2
♦4
♣T83

Roger, who held the North hand, was able to find 
out that I held the ♠Q  (with a 5-card suit), ♥AK, 
and a singleton ♦, and confidently bid 6♠. Only 
the 4-0 trump break defeats the slam, and with 
the Tasmanian N-S pair not bidding it, that was a 
swing of 26 IMPs.
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SA Seniors' team at ANC 2017 (l-r): Kevin Lange, David Parrott, Roger Januszke, John Zollo, Henry Dyall, Robin Pellen 
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ANC Restricted Pairs
Bill Bradshaw

Again this year, the ABF ran an Australia-wide 
Restricted  (under  300  masterpoints)  pairs 
competition.

Two  pairs  from  each  state  received  financial 
assistance from the ABF to go to  the ANC in 
Canberra and compete in a National Restricted 
Butler pairs event.

Peter Dieperink and I were fortunate enough to 
win the South Australian Restricted Butler Trials 
event, and along with Terry Pearson and Erica Ji 
and  Catherine  Ellice-Flint  and  Lori  Smith 
represented South Australia at the ANC.

The format was Butler Pairs, with nine 12-board 
matches played over two days.  Here are a few 
memorable hands from the event.

Our 'Steve Bradbury' moment
After seven of the nine rounds, we had managed 
to get our nose just ahead of the rest of the field.

We played a very good pair from Alice Springs, 
Eileen Boocock and Phil Hassall.

After  11 of  the 12  boards,  we were  losing  by 
3 IMPs and needed something special from the 
last board.

Bd 24

♠K4
♥KQ
♦AQ8543
♣JT6

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 Nil

♠J7
♥AJT98732
♦6
♣93

♠QT632
♥64
♦972
♣Q85

♠A985
♥5
♦KJT
♣AK742

After a 3♥ pre-empt from West, Peter Dieperink 
(North) thought long and hard before coming up 
with a 3NT bid.  Whilst not  exactly balanced, it 
does  convey  point  count,  heart  stoppers  and 
denies a spade suit.

With 15 HCP myself, I thought this was worth a 
4NT raise.

Again more thought from Peter before coming up 
with 5♦.  Hmmmm, now I’m not sure if he took 
4NT  as  an  Ace  call  or  is  actually  bidding 
Diamonds.

So I punted on 6♣.

After  ♥A and a small Heart, throwing a Spade, 
all I had to do was find the ♣Q.

First  I  played a  low Club to  the  ♣A to  guard 
against a singleton ♣Q offside.

Then back to dummy with the  ♠K followed by 
the ♣J, East playing low.

The moment of truth.

Considering the pre-empt, I reasoned that East 
was more likely to hold the ♣Q, so I played low.

When this won, we had our 12 tricks, 9 IMPs on 
the  board,  a  6  IMP  victory  in  the  match  and 
ultimately, the championship.

Incidentally,  slam  was  bid  by  only  four  pairs, 
which included all three South Australian pairs.
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Bill Bradshaw and Peter Dieperink at ANC 2017
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The Impetuousness of Youth
During  the  fifth  round,  we  played  two  young 
players from the Queensland Youth Team—Jack 
Luke-Paredi and Andrew Gosney.

In a hard-fought battle, Board 14 was the one 
that got us across the line.

Bd 14

♠KT754
♥7
♦J863
♣T96

Dlr:
Vul:

 E
 Nil

♠3
♥KJT9853
♦92
♣J85

♠Q982
♥Q62
♦AKQ5
♣Q7

♠AJ6
♥A4
♦T74
♣AK432

After a strong 1NT opening by East, I elected to 
pass  on  the  South  hand  and  see  what 
developed.

Next  came 2♦ (transfer)  by  West  and 2♥ by 
East.

Now I punted on 3♣ with my 16 points, which 
was  promptly  doubled  by  West  and  left  in  by 
East.

When dummy came down,  I  thought  I  was  in 
with a chance, especially after the fortuitous ♠3 
lead.

Low from dummy and East's  ♠Q was taken by 
the Ace.

♥A, small  Heart  ruff,  two top Clubs and there 
were 9 tricks there.

I  then played a small  Club to East,  and again 
fortuitously,  he  decided  to  try  the  ♥K,  which 
gave us 11 tricks, +670 points and 12 IMPs in a 
match we won by 11 IMPs.

A Victory for the System
In  our  match  against  the  eventual  runners-up, 
Michael  McTiernan  and  Ross  Milbourne  from 
Victoria, this was the stand-out hand.

Bd 10

♠KQ92
♥T8543
♦-
♣9863

Dlr:
Vul:

 E
 All

♠J
♥AQ7
♦AKJ862
♣AKJ

♠T43
♥K2
♦QT543
♣T72

♠A8765
♥J96
♦97
♣Q54

Peter  and  I  play  Precision,  which  certainly 
helped us find the slam here. After two passes, 
Peter  opened  1♣ (16+  any  shape)  and  I 
responded 1♦ (0-7).

Peter then bid 1♥ (19+) and I bid 2♣, which in 
our  system  means  5-7  points  and  at  least 
5 Diamonds.

That pretty much tells Peter all he needs to know 
to bid 6♦, but he correctly went through 4NT to 
see if the remote chance of the Grand Slam was 
there.  The play  was pretty  straightforward,  but 
the bidding was the hero here.

Thankyous
Both Peter and I would like to thank the ABF for 
their  generous  support  and  continual 
encouragement  of  restricted  players  and  their 
events. We would also like to thank Barb Travis 
for  suggesting  a  year  or  so  ago that  we play 
together  as  well  as  Catherine  Ellice-Flint,  Lori 
Smith,  Terry  Pearson,  Erica  Ji,  Dianne  Marler 
and  Pam  Morgan-King  for  their  continual 
support, encouragement and advice throughout 
the course of the event.
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ANC Youth Teams
Terry Pearson

South  Australia  was  represented  by  six 
enthusiastic  young  men—George  Bartley,  Ben 
Curtis,  Jarvis  Dunsford,  David  Gue,  Jack 
McDonald  and  Jamie  Simpson—several  of 
whom were playing representative bridge for the 
first  time.  Captained  by  Phil  Gue  with  the 
assistance of Margaret Walters, the team ended 
the prelimary rounds with six wins, one draw and 
12 losses.  

On Board 11 of Match 1, our most experienced 
partnership,  David  Gue  and  George  Bartley, 
correctly identified the Grand Slam potential  of 
the  hand,  with  its  richness  in  controls  and  a 
running long suit:

♠54
♥9653
♦KT84
♣T65

♠JT7
♥7
♦QJ7
♣AQ9872

♠AK932
♥AKJ2
♦A
♣K43

♠Q86
♥QT84
♦96532
♣J

Unfortunately,  they  arrived  in  7NT  instead  of 
settling  for  7♣.   Not  that  7NT  doesn't  have 
chances.  Either Major suit Queen could come 
down doubleton or the ♠Q could be onside.  But 
7♣ is  unbeatable on any lead if  declarer  ruffs 
their losing Diamonds on the table or sets up the 
Spade suit for a couple of pitches—a reminder 
that the instinct to convert minor suit slams to NT 
at matchpoints should often be curbed at IMPs.

Future  issues  of  the  Newsletter  will  feature 
articles about their  experiences from members 
of the team.

All under-25 players can play free of charge at 
the Adelaide Bridge Centre, and there is a free 
sausage sizzle  waiting for  them at  ABC every 
Saturday  from 12:30pm,  before  ABC's  regular 
1pm Duplicate.

Doing It The Hard Way
(a.k.a. Team Dunbar at 

The Barossa Teams)
Justin Williams & Mike Doecke

The  Barossa  Teams  congress  was  held  on 
Sunday  9  July  at  the  Tanunda  Football 
Clubrooms.  Three members  of  the top-seeded 
DUNBAR team (Jarrad Dunbar, Mike Doecke & 
Justin Williams) made the trip up on the Sunday 
morning to join the fourth member of the team, 
John  Zollo,  who  had  played  the  pairs  on 
Saturday. 

The team had the expectation of  an enjoyable 
day's  bridge,  with  the  hope of  returning  home 
with some excellent Barossa Valley wine. 

The  tireless  system  discussion  of  Dunbar-
Doecke on the 70-minute drive could not  help 
but instil the driver with the confidence that this 
would be achieved (and possibly even required, 
if the discussion continued on the trip home).
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Team Dunbar started with a 14 IMP win—a solid 
enough  start.  Drawing  BURKE  in  round  2,  a 
sedate start to the match was ended on board 3.

Bd 3

♠A
♥K75
♦KJT32
♣KQ62

Dlr:
Vul:

 S
 Nil

♠KT63
♥J8643
♦8
♣984

♠98752
♥T92
♦Q65
♣73

♠QJ4
♥AQ
♦A974
♣AJT5

West North (JW) East South (JZ)
1♠

Pass 1♦ Pass 2NT1

Pass 3♣ Pass 3♦
Pass 4NT2 Pass 5♣3

Pass 5♥4 Pass 5♠5

Pass 7♦6 All pass
118-19 Balanced
2Roman Key Card Blackwood
30 or 3 key cards
4Trump Q ask
5Ah...our discussion hasn't covered this
6It probably shows the Q, but who knows

Many will say you shouldn't bid grand slam if not 
able to count 13 tricks. There were 13 tricks on 
this  hand  if  the  layout  in  the  Diamond  suit  is 
guessed correctly. Declarer wasn't up to this and 
to  add  further  insult  to  injury  the  other  table 
played the hand in game. Just bidding 6♦ would 
have  won  10  IMPS.  Instead  it  was  11  IMPs 
away.  Some further  poor  bidding  decisions  by 
North later  in  the  match  resulted  in  a  24 IMP 
loss. This was not part of the plan, but plenty of 
time to recover (yes?).

Would  you  open  in  third  seat  after  2  passes 

holding:  ♠T54  ♥Q852  ♦4  ♣AK743?  By 
conventional  wisdom this  hand is  too  weak to 
open,  however,  the  lead  directing  and  tactical 
advantages of  light  3rd  seat  openings  can be 
significant. The auction developed:

West (JD) North East (MD) South
Pass Pass 1♣ 1♦
1♥ 3♦ 3♥ 4♦
4♥ All pass

 

♠QJ76
♥743
♦KQ73
♣Q6

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 All

♠A9
♥KJT9
♦J98
♣J852

♠T53
♥Q852
♦4
♣AK743

♠K832
♥A6
♦AT652
♣T9

When the layout was favourable, Dunbar emerged 
with 10 tricks and +620—a result that was flattened 
by Bill Bradshaw and Peter Dieperink at the other 
table—the  only  two  pairs  in  the  field  to  reach 
game!  Although  game  on  this  hand  was  a  little 
lucky, if Clubs were to break 3-1, NS would be cold 
for 4!

A 27 IMP win got team Dunbar back on track but 
with plenty of work to be done after lunch. A 2 IMP 
win  against  LUSK in  match  4  came courtesy  of 
11 IMPs on the last board of the match:

West (JD) North East (MD) South
1♠ Pass 2♣1 Pass
2♥ Pass 2♠ Pass
3♠ Pass 4♣2 Pass
4♥2 Pass 4NT3 Pass
5♦4 Pass 6♠ All pass

1Game forcing
21st/2nd round control
3Roman Key Card Blackwood
40 or 3 key cards

SABF Newsletter August 2017
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After  the  above  auction  what  would  you  lead 
from: ♠T753 ♥Q7 ♦K4 ♣AT872?

With 4 trumps and an outside Ace, many players 
would be tempted to defend passively. However, 
North’s small Spade lead was not a success on 
the actual layout. 

Bd 8

♠T753
♥Q7
♦K2
♣AT872

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 Nil

♠AKJ84
♥AJ63
♦T87
♣Q

♠Q62
♥K8
♦AJ64
♣KJ95

♠9
♥T9542
♦Q953
♣643

With  the  Hearts  placed  favourably,  it  takes  a 
Diamond lead to defeat the slam.

West North (JW) East South (JZ)
1♠ Pass 2♣ Pass
2♥ Pass 4♠ All pass

After  a less optimistic  auction at  the other  table, 
Williams found the  ♦K lead against  4♠,  holding 
declarer to 11 tricks. 

A  34  IMP  win  in  match  5  saw  the  team  reach 
second  place  to  set  up  a  showdown  with 
DE LUCA. 

The leaders started the round 11.93 VPs ahead, 
meaning victory by 18 IMPs or more was required 
for  a  team  Dunbar  victory.  Such  precise 
calculations  were  not  undertaken  at  the  time—
something like 'win by 20-odd' was the conclusion.

The biggest swing of the match occurred on board 
24:

Bd 24

♠J
♥QJ83
♦KT
♣AK9632

Dlr:
Vul:

 W
 Nil

♠A97542
♥T952
♦QJ4
♣-

♠6
♥A76
♦763
♣QJT754

♠KQT83
♥K4
♦A9852
♣8

West North (JW) East South (JZ)
2♠ X All pass

West (MD) North East (JD) South
2♥1 3♣ Pass 3NT

All pass
1Both Majors

Although  a  2♠ opening  on  such  a  weak  suit 
holding  4  cards  in  the  other  major  isn’t 
everyone’s cup of tea, it can certainly work out 
well on plenty of occasions. In fact, had Williams 
been sitting West instead, the attractiveness of 
the  6-4  shape  may  have  even  drawn  a 
3♠ opening.  Luckily for  him, he wasn't,  as on 
this occasion the pre-empt ran into a double and 
a 5-1 break for -500.

Note Williams' choice to double with the North 
hand  rather  than  overcalling  3♣.  Double 
maximises  the  chance  to  find  a  Heart  game 
while  also keeping  alive  the option to  play  for 
penalties. Who really cares about a 6-card minor 
anyway?

At  the  other  table  an  offbeat  2♥ opening 
showing both Majors left South as declarer in a 
tight 3NT contract on the lead of a small Spade. 
Although  declarer  can  always  get  home  by 
playing  on  Spades,  they  erred  by  going  after 
Clubs and ended up with only 8 tricks. 

SABF Newsletter August 2017
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The end result was a 31-11 victory to Dunbar, to 
see them overtake first by 0.99 VPs. And with 
2 IMPS to spare. Never in doubt!

Thanks  to  all  those  who  contributed  to  the 
success of the day,  including the other 17 teams 
who participated and,  of  course,  Bridge in the 
Barossa.  I'm sure  those who have attended a 
country congress would agree that they make for 
a highly enjoyable weekend.  If you've never had 
the  experience,  there  is  plenty  of  time  to 
consider  the next  such event  on the calendar, 
the  excellent  Riverland  Congress,  in  late 
October.

Directors Seminar
John Pearson

David  Anderson  convened  a  meeting  of 
Tournament Directors at the SABA clubrooms on 
30 July to discuss the most recent changes to 
the Laws of Bridge, which came into effect on 
1 August.  These changes were discussed in the 
previous  newsletter  and  most  directors  were 
already aware of the changes themselves; this 
seminar  gave  them the  opportunity  to  discuss 
how they  would  be  applied  at  the table.   The 
meeting  was  very  well  attended,  with  over 

30 representatives  from  all  clubs  participating 
and lively discussion on several points.

While many changes simply clarify the Laws or 
resolve  minor  anomalies  or  ambiguities,  there 
are some that all players should be aware of.

Firstly,  the board must remain in the centre of 
the table in its correct orientation throughout the 
play of the hand; it is hoped this will significantly 
reduce the risk of hands being misboarded, and 
of boards being inadvertently 'arrow-switched'.

The rules governing insufficient  calls  and calls 
out  of  rotation  have  been  somewhat  relaxed: 
previously, opening out of turn had the potential 
to bar partner from the auction, whereas the new 
laws mean the side has the opportunity to make 
at least two calls in most cases.  This change 
also gave rise to a discussion of what constitutes 
a  'comparable  call':  when  replacing  an  illegal 
call, the replacement must convey the same (or 
narrower)  meaning  for  the  auction  to  proceed 
without penalty.

One interesting change is that play may continue 
after a claim is made, subject to the consent of 
all four players; this is one of the few times that 
dummy’s opinion is taken into account.

SABF Newsletter August 2017
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ANC Results
ANC TEAMS – OPEN
1. SA: Justin Williams, David Anderson, 

George Smolanko, Nicolas Croft, Joachim 
Haffer, Philip Markey

2. NSW: Pauline Gumby, Warren Lazer, Maurits 
van der Vlugt, Andre Korenhof, Paul Lavings, 
David Hudson

3. ACT: Hashmat Ali, Richard Hills, Margaret 
Bourke, Brad Coles, Jon Hunt, Christopher 
Quail

ANC TEAMS – WOMEN
1. NSW: Linda King, Kim Neale, Helene Pitt, 

Ruth Tobin, Sophie Ashton, Anita Curtis
2. QLD: Margaret Millar, Sue O’Brien, Greer 

Tucker, Sarah Strickland, Rosemary 
Glastonbury, Betty Hobdell

3. WA: Jan Blight, Joan Touyz, Deana Wilson, 
Cynthia Belonogoff, Doreen Jones, Catherine 
Hood

ANC TEAMS – SENIORS
1. NSW: Mike Hughes, David Beauchamp, 

Peter Buchen, Terry Brown, Rena Kaplan, 
Lorna Ichilcik

2. ACT: Richard Brightling, David Hoffman, Ian 
Robinson, George Kozakos, Stephen 
Mendick, Bernard Waters

3. VIC: Douglas Newlands, Dee Harley, Gavin 
Bailey, Kirsten Bailey, Stephen Weisz, 
Michael Chrapot

ANC TEAMS – YOUTH
1. NSW: Charles McMahon, John McMahon, 

Ramanan Rajkumar, Edmond Lee, Nico 
Ranson, Matt Smith

2. WA: Renee Cooper, Francesca McGrath, 
Kirstyn Fuller, Jack O’Reilly, Rebecca 
O’Reilly, Megan O’Reilly

3. ACT: Shannon Bowen, Maximilian 
Mullamphy, Zachary Neulinger, Andrew 
Spooner, Daryl Whitfield

ANC TBIB OPEN BUTLER
1. Peter Hollands & Michael Ware
2. George Smolanko & Renee Cooper
3. Peter Buchen & Terry Brown

ANC TBIB WOMEN’S BUTLER
1. Cynthia Belonogoff & Deana Wilson
2. Margaret Bourke & Sue Lusk
3. Elizabeth Havas & Nevena Djurovic

ANC TBIB SENIORS' BUTLER
1. George Kozakos & Ian Robinson
2. Emlyn Williams & Tim Davis
3. Bernard Waters & Stephen Mendick

ANC TBIB RESTRICTED BUTLER
1. Bill Bradshaw & Peter Dieperink
2. Michael McTiernan & Ross Milbourne
3. Tony Jiang & Julia Zhu

ANC TBIB COUNTRY BUTLER
1. Robert Van Der Hoek & Sue Neill
2. Adrian Thompson & Phillip Williams
3. Chris Dibley & Michael Seldon
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SABF Results
BRIDGE IN THE BAROSSA – PAIRS
1. Andrew Hill & David Shilling
2. Adel Abdelhamid & David Lusk
3. Felicity Smyth & Jeff Travis

BRIDGE IN THE BAROSSA – TEAMS
1. Mike Doecke, Jarrad Dunbar, Justin 

Williams, John Zollo
2. Attilio De Luca, Sue Emerson, Felicity 

Smyth, Jeff Travis
3. Robert Black, Tania Black, Brian Leach, 

Carolyn Leach

WALK-IN SWISS PAIRS
1. Roger Januszke & Chris Lorimer
2. David & Yadi Parrott
3. Andy Babiszewski & Peter Popp

2017 REGIONAL GNOT FINALS
1. BIC 1 (Adel Abdelhamid, Linda Alexander, 

Jeff Fallon, John Kikkert)
2. ABC 1 (Mark Fairlamb, Andrew Hill, David 

Shilling, Margaret Walters)
3. BIC 3 (Genevieve Donnelly, Helen Kite, 

Merilyn Paris, Helen Rollond)

Coming Events
Upcoming SABF Events August – December 2017
The full Calendar of Events for 2017 is available online at 
http://sabridgefederation.com.au/docs/Calendar_of_Events/SABF_Calendar_2017.pdf

Under Grand GNOT Qualifying St Vincents 9:30am Sun 27/8

State Teams Phase II SABA 7:30pm Thurs 21/9, 28/9, 5/10, 12/10, 19/10

State Mixed Pairs Championship SABA 9:30am Sun 24/9

State Pairs Qualifying SABA 7:30pm Thurs 26/10, 2/11, 9/11

State Teams Final SABA 7:30pm Tues 31/10, 7/11, 14/11, 21/11, 28/11, 12/12

State Pairs Final SABA 7:30pm Thurs 16/11, 30/11, 7/12

State Pairs Consolation SABA 7:30pm Thurs 16/11, 23/11, 30/11, 7/12

State Seniors Pairs Championship Edwardstown 9:30am Sun 19/11

SABF Christmas Party – Speedball SABA 7:30pm Thurs 14/12

Swiss Individual SABA 7:30pm Thurs 21/12
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2017 SPRING CONGRESS

Saturday September 2nd

SA Sea Rescue Squadron, Barcoo Rd West Beach
9:30am - 1:00pm & 1:30pm - 5:00 pm $60/pair
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SABF Club Congresses
Glenelg Congress Glenelg Saturday 2 September

Bridge in the City Congress Edwardstown Sunday 8 October

Riverland Congress – Pairs Loxton Saturday 28 October

Riverland Congress - Teams Loxton Sunday 29 October

Gawler Teams Congress Gawler Saturday 4 November

New Year’s Eve Congress ABC Sunday 31 December

Australia Day Congress ABC Friday 26 January

Swiss Pairs Congress SABA Sunday 11 February

Inter-Club Handicap Pairs Gawler Saturday 10 March

Adelaide Cup Congress ABC Monday 12 March

SABF Matters
2017 Management Committee
President John Zollo <gzollo@bigpond.net.au> Tournament Committee

• David Anderson
• David Parrott
• Phil Gue
• Carole Foreman
• Bob Clarke
• Arthur Porter
• Felicity Smyth

Contact members of this 
committee about issues 
relating to the timing, 
format, and organizing of 
SABF events.

The SABF Newsletter is 
produced for the SA Bridge 
Federation by John and Terry  
Pearson.  Submissions are 
always welcome by email to 
sabf-news@huiac.com

Secretary Angela Norris <southaustbridgefed@gmail.com>

Treasurer Paul Walker <pvwalker@gmail.com>

Education & 
Training

David Parrott <yadi.david@bigpond.com>

Tournament 
Subcommittee

David Anderson <revoke1@live.com>

Youth Coordinator Phil Gue <adelaidebridge@bigpond.com>

Committee David Anderson <revoke1@live.com>

Committee Bob Clarke <rclark01@ozemail.com.au>

Committee Jill Allanson <ejallanson@bigpond.com.au>

Committee David Parrott <yadi.david@bigpond.com>

Committee Sue Phillips <suejohnp@tpg.com.au>

Committee Margaret Walters <margaret.walters@bigpond.com>

Committee Jinny Fuss <jinny@panorama-sa.co>

Committee Jeanette Lunnie <jeannette.lunnie@bigpond.com>
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